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Abstract: We present a practical application of
Manchester coding in serial mode signal transmission.
We have build a 64 channel system for amplifying and
transferring EEG from patient to computer via a fiber
optical tink. Due to the nature of the coding technique this
kind of link provides a reliable electrically isolated signal
pathway needed in a clinical telemetry laboratory.
INTRODUCTION

Especially in military electronics different kinds of methods
have been studied and Manchester coding has proven its
value []. The basic principle of the coding is to replace the
"high" or "low" level of the NRZ bit with a level change

from "high-to-low" or "low-to-high" or vice

versa

depending on the coding polarity, figure l. The midbit
transition in Manchester data stream represents both the
data and the clock.
In addition in practice effective data bits are somehow
surrounded by start and stop bits regardless of the coding

To make the

applications easier elecffonics

There. was a need in our sleep laboratory for a serial
data ffansmission system to transfer isolated low frequency
(from DC to 80 Hz) biosignals (up to 64 channels) from a
patient to a measuring computer. The transmission system
had to maintain 12bit accuracy and the system itself had to
be as simple as possible. The system should also be able to
use optical or radio links or transformer coupling between
transmitter and receiver parts.
Nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) coding has several

method.

disadvantages compared to Manchester coding in noisy
data links []. In spite of this NRZ coding is very widely
used in serial data links. To overcome the self-clocking
problems, wide link frequency bands (starting from zero),
difhcult parity checking and in practice limited data length

We needed a 24 bit transmission system so we selected
the arbitrary length coder. The first 8 bits represent channel
address and the last 16 bits the data. In our application we
needed only 6 address bits and 12 data bits, leaving 6 bits
for further expansions. We found a suitable CMOS circuit

we decided to apply Manchester coding in our

sleep

laboratory systems.

METHODS AND THEORY

NRZ coding can be seen as a direct representation of
digital serial data itself, figure l. However, it is not an
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Difference between NRZ and Manchester
coding.

optimal way in real life where several types of interfering
phenomena affect on individual bits and data words.

industry have developed ready made integrated circuits that
have inside all necessary functions to make the desired

coding easy in practical applications. Circuits cover
encoders and decoders with 8 bit, 16 bit and arbitrary
length words coding with error detection.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

(HD-6409 Manchester Encoder Decoder, MED) from
Harris Semiconductor [2]. We arranged the bitstream length
detection with external resettable binary counters.
The block diagram of the system is shown in figure 2.
The parallel address and data bits come from the front end
of the measuring system consisting of several types of

preamplifiers, 64-channel analog multiplexer, l2-bit
analogue-to-digital (AD) converter and binary address
decoder. Control elecffonics drive parallel-in-serial-out
(PISO) converters and MED circuit to transmit a 24-bit
word 12500 times in a second. Optical transmitter and
receiver transfer the serial signal to the receiving MED
circuit, which converts the Manchester coded serial signal
to NRZ form and directs it to serial-in-parallel-out (SPO)
converters. Control electronics drive the SIPO circuits,
address decoders, and digital-to-analogue converter and
sample and hold amplifiers. The analogue signals are fed
through the low pass filters to the multiplexed analogue

inputs

of the computer having a

commercial

data

acquisition board running in Windows 95 environment. The
data acquisition rate can be freely chosen by the computer
program because the signals are in analogue form.

As our frst clinical application we

consffucted

preamplifiers (gain 10000) and filters for electroencephalo-

graphy (EEG) recordings. These filters
I Hzto 70 Hz.

limit

frequency

band from 0.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the transmission system.

To test the whole serial

transmission system we

measured square wave (amplitude 100

frequency

peak-to-peak,

without interference. Replacing optical links with radio
links mobile long distance telemetry is possible.

I Hz) from a calibrator through the EEG-

preamplifiers.

m length

pY

All 64 channels worked properly when a l5

I mm diameter plastic
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programs.

Choosing transmitting and receiving links properly or
using ampli$ing repeaters optically isolated signals can be
transferred even from separate wards to the laboratory
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